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Canonical number systems are the natural generalization of q-adic number
systems to number fields. Such number systems admit a certain representation of
each algebraic integer of a given number field with respect to the powers of a given
base number b. The aim of this paper is to study the sum of digits function &b(#)
of these number systems. In particular, we prove, that &b(#) is equidistributed in
residue classes modulo m in any ideal s. Furthermore, we investigate the sum of
digits function over sumsets.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper we use the following notations: We write
e(z)=e2?iz, R, Q, Z, N and N0 denote the set of real numbers, rational
numbers, integers, positive integers, and positive integers with zero, respec-
tively. We write tr(z) and N(z) for the trace and the norm of z over Q (we
use N(s) also for the norm of an ideal s), and &z& for the minimal distance
of z to the next integer. *n denotes the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
For a set A, diam A denotes its diameter, A its boundary and 2A=
[a+b | a, b # A].






a j q j (0ajq&1)
is the q-adic representation of n # N0 we write
&q(n)=a0+a1+ } } } +ah .
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&q(n) is called the q-adic sum of digits function. For N # N and r # Z set
Sr, m(N )=[n : nN, &q(n)#r mod m].
Gelfond [3] proved, that Sr, m is equidistributed in residue classes mod s
(cf. also Fine [2]). In Mauduit and Sa rko zy [13] the investigation of the
sets Sr, m was continued. In Theorem 1 of their paper it is shown that the
sum of digits function over sum sets has also nice distribution properties.
In particular, they proved that for A, B/[1, ..., N], N # N, the estimate
} |[(a, b) | a # A, b # B, a+b # Sr, m(2N )]|&|A| |B|m }=O(N % ( |A| |B| )12)
(1)
holds, where %<1 and the implied O-constant is an absolute one.
In this paper we prove the analogs of these results for canonical number
systems. We recall their definition.
Definition 1.1. Let K be a number field and ZK its ring of integers. Let
b # ZK and N=[0, 1, ..., |N(b)|&1]. The pair (b, N) is called a canonical
number system in ZK , if each z # ZK admits a unique representation of the
form
z=c0+c1b+c2 b2+ } } } +ch bh (2)
for h # N0 , c i # N (0ih) and ch {0 if h{0. b is called base of the
canonical number system (b, N).
Kova cs and Petho [12, Theorem 3] showed that |bi |>1 for all
conjugates bi (1in) of a base b of a canonical number system. A
characterization of all bases for canonical number systems was established
in the same paper (cf. [12, Theorem 5]). Unfortunately, this characteriza-
tion depends on the structure of the integral basis of the number field
under discussion. With help of a result of Gyo ry [5] an algorithm to deter-
mine bases of canonical number systems for a given number field is con-
structed (cf. [12, p. 296]). Explicit characterizations for some classes of
number fields are given in a series of papers by Ka tai, Kova cs, Scheicher,
and Szabo (cf. [9, 10, 11, 15]).
For each canonical number system (b, N) we define the so-called
Fundamental region
Fb={z } z= :j1 cj b
& j, c j # N= ,
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and the set
Zb, k={z } z= :
k
j=0
cj b j, cj # N= .
The Fundamental region was studied by Ka tai and Ko rnyei [8] and





cj b j (0cj|N(b)|&1)
be the representation of z # ZK in the canonical number system (b, N).
Again we write
&b(z)=c0+ } } } +ch
and call &b(z) the b-adic sum of digits function. &b(z) is a b-additive
function in the following sense. Let k # N and z1 , z2 # ZK . Then
&b(z1 bk+z2)=&b(z1)+&b(z2) (3)
if z2 # Zb, k&1 . In Thuswaldner [16] an asymptotic formula for the sum-
matory function of &b(z) over certain regions of summation was established.
Moreover, Gittenberger and Thuswaldner [4] computed asymptotic for-
mulas for the moments of &b(z). In this paper we continue the investigation
of &b(z) and give some results on its distribution in residue classes. In
Section 2 we provide the necessary tools for the proofs of our results.
Section 3 is devoted to the canonical number system version of the above-
mentioned result of Gelfond [3] concerning the equidistribution of the
elements of Sr, m(N ) in residue classes. Section 4 contains a generalization
of (1) to canonical number systems.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let K be a number field of degree n with signature (s, t) (n=s+2t) and
ring of integers ZK , and let b be the base of a canonical number system in
ZK . Map K into the R
n via the mapping (cf. [1] for details)
8(z)=(z1 , ..., zs , Rzs+1 , Izs+1 , ..., Rzs+t , Izs+t).
Here z1 , ..., zs are the real and zs+1 , z s+1 , ..., zs+t , z s+t are the complex
conjugates of z # K. It is known that 8(K) is dense in Rn and 8(ZK ) forms
a lattice 4 in Rn (cf. [1]). Direct calculation yields
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8(bz)=B8(z) for B=\
b1 } } } } } } } } } } } } } } }
+ ,
} } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } }
} } } } } } bs } } } } } } } } }
} } } } } } } } } 7s+1(b) } } } } } }
} } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } } }
} } } } } } } } } } } } } } } 7s+t(b)
(4)
where 7s+ j are the 2_2 matrices
7s+ j=\Rbs+ jIbs+ j
&Ibs+ j
Rbs+ j + (1 jt),
all the other elements of B are zero. Since all conjugates of b have modulus
greater than one the same is true for the eigenvalues of B. Furthermore,
N(b)=det B. Hence, all eigenvalues v of B have |v||N(b)|.
Now we want to define sets, that generalize the set Sr, m(N ) in a proper
way. To this matter we consider domains C(N ) (N # N) that contain all
vectors
(x1 , ..., xs , xs+1 , ys+1 , ..., xs+t , ys+t) # Rn,
whose coordinates satisfy




s+ jls+ j (N )
2 (1 jt),
with
N;1<lj (N )<N;2 (1 js+t) (6)
for 0<;1;2 . With help of this set we define
M(N )=[z # ZK | 8(z) # C(N )].
Write
Ur, m(M(N ))=[z # M(N ) | &b(z)#r (mod m)].
The goal of this paper is to study the arithmetic structure of the sets
Ur, m(M(N )).
Let Gb=8(Fb). From (4) we get 8(bkFb)=BkGb . We need the following
properties of Gb , proved in Ka tai and Ko rnyei [8, Theorem 1].
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Proposition 2.1 (cf. [8, Theorem 1]). Let K be a number field of
degree n with ring of integers ZK . For a base b of a canonical number system
in ZK we have:
(i) Gb is compact.
(ii) a # ZK (Gb+8(a))=R
n.
(iii) *n((Gb+8(a1)) & (Gb+8(a2)))=0 for a1 , a2 # ZK , a1 {a2 .
(iv) *n(Gb)>0.
We collect the necessary results on the relations between C(N ), M(N )
and Gb in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Let ;1 , ;2 be as before, set :=;1 n;2 , and let Vol(4)






(ii) *n&1(C(N ))=O( |M(N )| 1&:).
(iii) |2M(N)|=2n |M(N)|+O( |M(N )| 1&:).
(iv) The set
A :=[a # bkZK | (BkGb+8(a)) & C(N ){< and
(BkGb+8(a)) & Rn"C(N ){<]
contains O( |M(N )|1&:) elements.
Proof. (i) Let L(N) :=l1(N) } } } } } ls(N) ls+1(N)2 } } } } } ls+t(N)2. Then,
since C(N) is a product of lines of length 2lj (N) (1 js) and circles of


















Since *n(C(N))=2s?tL(N)2s?tNn;2 we derive
*n&1(C(N))=O(*n(C(N))1&(;1n;2))=O(*n(C(N))1&:). (7)
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Let C\(N) be the set of all (x1 , ..., xs , xs+1 , ys+1 , ..., xs+t , ys+t) # Rn for
that
|xj |lj (N)\$ (1 js), (8)
x2s+ j+ y
2
s+ jls+ j (N)
2\$2 (1 jt)
with l1(N), ..., ls+t(N) as in (5). Set $ equal to the diameter of the
fundamental domain of the lattice 4. It is clear that
*n(C&(N))*n(C(N))*n(C +(N)). (9)
Comparing measures yields
Vol(4)&1 *n(C&(N))|M(N)|Vol(4)&1 *n(C+(N)). (10)






and (i) is proved.
(ii) This follows from (i) together with (7).
(iii) Since, obviously *n(2C(N))=2n*n(C(N)) this follows from (i).
(iv) Note, that diam(BkGb+8(a))|N(b)| k diam(Gb), because each
eigenvalue of B has modulus less or equal |N(b)|. Define C\(N) as before
and set $=|N(b)|k diam(Gb). Then each set BkGb+8(a) (a # bkZK ) for that
a # A is a subset of C+(N)"C&(N). It is easy to see that
*n(C+(N)"C &(N))=O(*n(C(N))1&: |N(b)|k)
=O( |M(N)|1&: |N(b)| k),
where the implied constants are absolute. In the second estimate we used
(i). Since *n(BkGb+8(a))=|N(b)| k *n(Gb) it follows by Proposition 2.1(iii)
and (iv) that
|A|=O( |M(N)|1&:). K
The proofs of our results will be based on exponential sums over number
fields. To deal with these sums we need a method due to Hua [6]. First we
recall that the different d of a number field K is defined by (cf. Narkiewicz
[14, p. 156f ])
d&1=[z # K | tr(zZK )/Z].
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Proposition 2.3 (cf. [6, Theorem 3]). Let d be the different of a
number field K and let q be an ideal of ZK . As ! runs over a complete residue




if q | z
if q |% z.
3. DISTRIBUTION IN RESIDUE CLASSES
In this section we show that the elements of Ur, m(M(N)) are well
distributed modulo an ideal s. This generalizes a result of Gelfond [3,
Theorem 1] to canonical number systems.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a number field with ring of integers ZK . Let b
be a base of a canonical number system in ZK and write pb(x)=a0+ } } } +
an&1xn&1+xn for the minimal polynomial of b. For an ideal s of ZK denote
by Vb(M(N)) the number of elements of Ur, m(M(N)) that fulfill
z#a mod s.





where * does not depend on N, r, a, and s.
The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that the same conditions hold as in Theorem 3.1. For
any ! # K we have, if ( pb(1), m)=1 and m |% l,
:
z # M(N)
e \tr(!z)+ lm &b(z)+<#1 |M(N)|*1
for *1<1.
Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that 1lm&1. Let
f (z)=e \tr(!z)+ lm &b(z)+ .
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First we consider sums of the form z # Zb, k&1 f (z). Because of the
b-additivity (3) we have
} :z # Zb, k&1 f (z) }= } ‘
k&1
j=0
( f (0)+ f (b j)+ f (2b j)+ } } } + f (( |N(b)|&1) b j))}.
(11)
For the sum in the product we get, using the summation formula for




f (Sb j)}= } :
|N(b)|&1
S=0
e \\tr(!b j)+ lm+ S+}
= } sin(? |N(b)| (tr(!b
j)+lm))
sin(?(tr(!b j)+lm)) }. (12)





and consider the (n+1) fold product
Q= } sin(? |N(b)| +0)sin(?+0) } } }
sin(? |N(b)| +n)
sin(?+n) }.



































ar" 1m . (13)
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where amax=max0rn ar . Since the sum on the left hand side of (12)
consists of |N(b)| summands and | f (n)|1 we get
} sin(? |N(b)| +r)sin(?+r) }|N(b)| (0rn). (15)
Because of (14) we obtain for the factor corresponding to +\ the better
estimate (cf. Gelfond [3, p. 260])
} sin(? |N(b)| +\)sin(?+\) } }
sin(? |N(b)|(n+1) amaxm)
sin(?(n+1) amax m) }<|N(b)|. (16)
Inequalities (15) and (16) yield
Q|N(b)|n } sin(? |N(b)|(n+1) amaxm)sin(?(n+1) amaxm) }=|N(b)| *2(n+1),
where
*2=log \ |N(b)|n } sin(? |N(b)|(n+1) amaxm)sin(?(n+1) amax m) }+ ((n+1) log |N(b)| )&1<1.
Inserting this estimate in (11) we finally get
} :z # Zb, k&1 f (z) }|N(b)|
k*2+n.
Let z # Zb, k&1 and a # bkZK , then, by (3)




This implies that for all a # bkZK
} :z # Zb, k&1+a f (z) }= } :z # Zb, k&1 f (z+a)}= } :z # Zb, k&1 f (z)}.
So we have for all a # bk ZK
} :z # Zb, k&1+a f (z) }|N(b)|
k*2+n. (17)
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Now we determine the number of sets Zb, k&1+a with a # bk ZK contain-
ing points inside and outside M(N), i.e., the cardinality of the set
X :=[a # bkZK | (Zb, k&1+a) & M(N){< and
(Zb, k&1+a) & ZK"M(N){<].
Since
8(Zb, k&1+a)=(BkGb+8(a)) & 8(ZK ),
a # X implies a # A with A defined as in Proposition 2.2(iv). This proposi-
tion yields an estimate for the cardinality of the set A. Because X/A the
same estimate holds for X and we have
|X |=O( |M(N)|1&:). (18)
Define
Y :=[a # bkZK | Zb, k&1+a/M(N)].
By (17) and since | f (z)|1 we derive
} :z # M(N) f (z)}= } :a # X :z # Zb, k&1+a & M(N) f (z) }+ } :a # Y :z # Zb, k&1 f (z)}
|X | |Zb, k&1 |+|Y | |N(b)|k*2+n
O( |M(N)|1&: |N(b)|k)+O \ |M(N)||N(b)| k+ |N(b)|k*2, (19)
where the implied constants do not depend on k and N. Setting
k :=(:2) log |N(b)|( |M(N)| ) yields
} :z # M(N) f (z)}O( |M(N)|
1&(:2)+|M(N)|1&((1&*2) :2)).
Set *1=max(1&:2, 1&(1&*2) :2)<1 and the lemma is proved. K
Remark 3.1. Lemma 3.1 remains true if M(N) is replaced by 2M(N).
Just keep in mind that
2M(N)=[z # ZK | 8(z) # 2C(N)],
where 2C(N) is the set of all (x1 , ..., xs , xs+1 , ys+1 , ..., xs+t , ys+t) # Rn,
satisfying (5) and (6) with 2lj (N) (1 js+t) instead of lj (N).
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Lemma 3.2. Assume that the same conditions hold as in Theorem 3.1. Let






where : is as in Proposition 2.2 and !0 mod d&1 runs over a complete residue
system of (qd)&1 mod (d)&1 not containing the element #0 mod d&1.
Proof. Let R be a complete residue system mod q and set
X=[v # q | v+R/M(N)],



















z # (v+R) & M(N)
e(tr(!z))
=R1+R2 . (20)
For the triple sum R2 we get (! runs over a complete residue system of
(qd)&1 mod (d)&1)
} :v # Y :z # (v+R) & M(N) \ :!0 mod d&1 e(tr(!z))+}
 } :v # Y :z # (v+R) & M(N) \:! e(tr(!z))+N(q)+}
and Proposition 2.3 implies
|R2 | } :v # Y 2N(q)} .
Rephrasing the proof of Proposition 2.2(iv) with v+R instead of B&kGb+
8(a) yields that this sum has O( |M(N)|1&:) summands. It remains to
estimate the triple sum R1 . Because qd(qd)&1=ZK there exists an s # qd





e \tr \zs !s++ .
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zs runs through a complete residue system mod d&1 in (qd)&1 and !s  q




and hence, R1=0. Inserting this in (20) gives
} :z # M(N) e(tr(!z))}=O(N(q) |M(N)|
1&:)
and the lemma is proved. K











































e \&\tr(at)+rwm ++ :z # M(N) e \tr(zt)+
w&b(z)
m + ,






e(tr((z&a) t))=O( |N(s)| |M(N)|1&:)
with help of Lemma 3.2 and
:
z # M(N)
e \tr(zt)+w&b(z)m +=O( |M(N)|*1)
with help of Lemma 3.1 yields the result. K
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4. SUM SETS
In this section we consider the sum of digits function over sums sets.
As in the case of the q-adic sum of digits function (cf. (1)) we get nice
distribution properties.
Theorem 4.1. Let K be a number field of degree n with ring of integers
ZK . Let b be the base of a canonical number system in ZK and pb(x)=
a0+ } } } +an&1xn&1+xn the minimal polynomial of b. If ( pb(1), m)=1,
then
} |[(x, y) # A_B | x+ y # Ur, m(2M(N))]|&|A| |B|m }
=O( |M(N)|+ ( |A| |B| )12)
holds for any two sets A, B/M(N). The implied O-constant is absolute and
+<1.
Proof. Let d be the different of K and let q be an ideal of ZK for that
[x+ y&z | x # A, y # B, z # 2M(N)] & q=[0], (21)
[x1&x2 | x1 , x2 # A] & q=[0], (22)
[ y1& y2 | y1 , y2 # B] & q=[0]. (23)
Of course, q depends on N, but this will cause no problems in our proof.







Hl (!, 2M(N))= :
z # 2M(N)






F(!) G(!) Hl (!, 2M(N)),
where 0lm&1 and ! runs over a complete residue system mod d&1




e \rlm+ Il .
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e \ lm (r&&b(x+ y))+
=m } |[(x, y) # A_B | x+ y # Ur, m(2M(N))]|. (25)




e \rlm+ I l . (26)
Equation (24) yields I0=|A| |B| and with (25) and (26) it follows that








Using Lemma 3.1 together with the remark after its proof and Cauchy’s
inequality we estimate |Il | (l{0) in the following way (in the third inequa-
lity we use (22) and (23), the last one is an application of Proposition 2.2(iii)),
|Il |














(N(q)2 |A| |B| )12
=O( |M(N)|*1 ( |A| |B| )12),
where the implied O-constant is absolute. Inserting this in (27) yields the
result with +=*1 . K
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